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time and the money to secure the full posses- 
sion even of a single foreign idiom. The 
other barrier consists in this: Suppose these 
difficulties were overcome by members of one 
or two European nations-what would be the 
case of the millions inhabiting Asia, Africa 
and Australia? To the merchant in China 
or East India, in the valley of the Nile or the 
bush of Queen's Land the acquisition of a 
European idiom would be a simple impossibili- 
ty. But even if, in the course of ages, this 
difficulty also could be overcome, there 
remains the choice among the languages that 
would each and all compete for supremacy in 
the world. Who would decide among so 
many equally well qualified rivals? 

Volapiik, on the contrary, is international in 
its very nature; like the numerals and musical 
notes of the world, it also has the stamp of 
universality, in its marvellous simplicity. 
Like them it can be understood and used 
everywhere without meeting a rival, like them 
it can be acquired quickly, easily and clheaply. 

Like all recent inventionis Volapiik is by no 
means perfect and complete, niot hiaving 
sprung forth fully armed at its birth, like 
the goddess of old. Schleyer himself, miiore- 
over, is not consistent in his several publi- 
cations, and his followers-several gramma- 
rians even in Germany-differ in more than 
one respect from their master's teaclhing. 
His mode of accenting is not followed by 
all; while some, simIply to save printers the 
expense of procurin,g new and costly types, 
do not adopt the peculiar characters w hich he 
has inivented for new sounds. All this, lhow- 
ever, can do no harm to the new idiom, and 
may even serve to perfect it beyond the 
inventor's hopes. 

Embittered adversaries of Volapiik, enthu- 
siastic admirers of the present formis of speech, 
have, from the first, asked wvith great inidigna- 
tion: What is to be the fate of the prevailing 
modern languages ?-They must, naturally, 
succumb! The accusation is, of course, 
utterly unfounded. Volapflk lhas niothing 
aggressive in its nature; it has no desire, and 
no vocation, to supersede existing languages 
or to diminish in any way the study of any 
one of them. Its purpose is not to rule but to 
serve. Many of Schleyer's nmost fervent ad- 

mirers are content to claim for his work noth- 
ing more than eminent usefulness in com- 
mercial and general intercourse between the 
various nations of the earth. Ever'y one is to 
continue to use and to clherish his motlher- 
tolngue, even after having learnt to use and to 
appreciate the new idiom. The deep histori- 
cal interest which is the greatest charm of our 
Modern Languages will only appear more 
attractive by comparison with this new- 
faigled, perfectly mechanical offspring of the 
spirit of ouir times. 

M. SCHEPLE DE VIERE. 
University of Vir/giuzi. 

THE MIEISSNER-JO YNES GRAMMAR. 

We regret that time and space did not per- 
mit tus to accoiimpaniy 'with a few remarks the 
revi w of the above grammar whichi appeared 
in the last issue of the NOTrES. Certaini com- 
meints are felt to be due not olly to our 
rieader-s buit also to Dr. AMeissner, and especial- 
ly to Professor Joynes, wl-ho must in the nmean- 
time have beeni uittering the silent ejaculationi: 
Herr, bewa/hie michi zvor zeinenz J'eiinldden! 

Certainily nio onie will be so iniconisiderate as 
to find fauilt witlh Prof. Hlarr-isoni for extultinig 
ovTer the appearance of a niewv school grammar 
destined to release himl fromii " the niecessity of 
swimminig oxer the oceaniic specLulationis of a 
Grimm, a Diez or a Pott." To less entlhtusi- 
astic readers, however, who klnoxv something 
of the history of Germatn gramminiar and gram- 
matical instruction, it appears ratlher strange 
that this new work slhouild be represented as 
markinig a niew epoch in grammatical litera- 
ttire. It seems indeed to haxve entirely escaped 
the notice of Prof. Harrison that the efforts of 
Gerrmani grammarians to present to their pupils 
the appropriate material in the best possible 
form, have produced a nutmber of excellent 
books; and that it needed but a skilful and 
experieniced hanid to uitilize their methods and 
results for the benefit of English students of 
German. Dr. Meissner was the first to solve 
this easy and yet very difficuilt problem, and 
accordinigly the NOTES were prompt to call 
public attentioni in America to his work. (Cf. 
'Germani Grammnars anid Text-books,' Nov. 
i886.) 
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Judging fron1 the modest and appreciative 
preface of the American editor, we must be- 
lieve it to have been altogether contrary to 
his wishes that his part of the work should be i 
extolled at the expense of Dr.Meissner; and 
an unsophisticated reader of Prof. Harrison's T 
review will naturally inquire: Why did not 
the American editor write a wholly original 
grammar? Why should we import, if the 
products of our home industry are so much 
superior? But we, also, in spite of the ex- 
tended etulogy of Prof. Harrison, believe that 
the American edition is in some respects an 
improvement on the original. In other respects, 
however, our opinion differs, and we beg 
leave to present briefly the following consider- 
ations: 

Every one, of course, will agree with Prof. 
Harrison that it is neither balk n-or complete- 
ness which constitutes the excellence of a 
school grammar. Apart from the general 
correctness and clearness of its statements, the 
value of such a grammar depends nmostly upon 
the pedagogical method witlh which the gram- 
matical material has been arranged and pre- 
sented. The name of investigator, then, is 
entirely unsuited to tlhe author of a school 
grammar, though he may by other productions 
have proved his claim to scholarship. He is 
sufficiently to be congratulated, if he has 
succeeded in presenting according to the fun- 
damental pedagogic law of Anschkalickkei/, 
the grammatical material lonig sinice collected 
by 'investigators,' and if, by this means, he 
has so aroused the independent activity of the 
pupil that the grammatical rules become no 
longer a dead weight upoIn his memory but are 
absorbed by him in s?nccun et sa4guinem. 

The elementary grammar, especially, must 
keep this final aim in view, and we believe 
that Dr. Meissner, a linguist and educator 
equipped witlh the most recent scientific 
methods, has solved this problem in a masterly 
manner. There was certainly room for a re- 
vision in certain particulars, but the plan and 
arrangement of the wlhole was there to stay. 
Dr. M., however, was mistaken if he flattered 
himself that his method, and tlle pedagogical 
insight disclosed throughout his entire work, 
were destined to be understood and accepted 
ly the devotees of anitediluvian principles of 

instruction. The mania of these is the recit- 
ing method, their idol the mummy of pre- 
Pestalozzian times, learning by rote-which 
makes teaching so drowsily monotonous for 
the instructor that he grows impervious to the 
insult implied in the author's directions for his 
guidance; for his purpose he needs definitions, 
carefully numbered and with many subdi- 
visions, equally labeled and ready for cram- 
ming. The worshippers of stupifying mechan- 
ical methods in instruction are at a loss if they 
meet with a book of which the use presupposes 
true pedagogical culture on their part, and not 
merely the skill of a drill-master. 

It is evident that most of the praise be- 
stowed by Prof. Harrison upon the improve- 
ments of the American edition was inspired hy 
finding these improvements suited to his pre- 
ference for mechanical instruction; and there 
is no doubt that the general aim of Prof. Joynes 
has been to make the original palatable by 
such treatment. A comparison of the first 
lesson, on the definite article, will serve as a 
striking example. 

Dr. Meissner says: "The definite article las 
in the singtular tllree different forms for the 
three genders, the masculine, the feminine 
and the neuter. In the plural the definite 
article h-as but one form for all three genders." 
To this the paradigm is appended.-Prof. 
Joynes, on the other hand, begins by explain- 
ing that there are two numbers, four cases and 
three genders in German,-an addition which 
we believe to be useful for English-speaking 
students. But after giving the paradigm, he 
makes four remarks cllaracterized by him as 
"important." Yet, is it really necessary to 
call the attention of intelligent beings to the 
fact that horizontally the declension exhibits 
mainly the destiniction- of gender, vertically 
the distinction- of case, when they find printed 
h-orizontally above the paradigm: " masc., 
fem., neuLt.," and vertically: " nom., gen. 
dat., acc." ? Is it not anl insult to both 
pupil and teacher, to be informned that 
only the acc. sing. has a distinct form 
for each case, tlhat elsewhere the acc. has 
the same form as the noni., etc. ? What is 
there left by such 'improvements' for the 
reasoning activity of the pupil to discover ? 
Where is there a place for the development 
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and direction of such mental activity by the 
teacher? We could, however, cite numerous 
cases like the above, in which both teacher 
and pupil are degraded to the rN5e of automata, 
and we are almost astonished not to find the 
usual questions printed at the foot of each 
page, by way of completing the customary 
puppet-show. 

Dr. Meissner's exercises for translation, in 
intimate harmony with the whole plan of his 
book, are not laboriously pasted together 
after the fashion of most grammars, but 
thoughtfully worked out according to peda- 
gogic principles. The American edition has 
preserved them almost intact, only number- 
ing them sentence by sentence and dropping 
those of a local coloring too insular. In 
various places he has, however, added certain 
sentences of his own make, and it is instructive 
to compare these with Meissner's examples. 

It would be unjust to Prof. Joynes, after all 
this, not to mention his genuine improvements 
on the original work, already duly emphasized 
by Prof. Harrison. Among these we count, 
especially, the vocabularies,-althouigh we dis- 
cover none of the etymological suggestions 
referred to by Prof. Harrison,-the clhapters on 
the relation of German to English and on 
German and English idioms, and the elemen- 
tary introduction to the study of Grimm's law. 
If the latter, however, was introduced as an 
attempt at a more scientific treatmelnt, we see 
no reason why Prof. Joynes should niot have 
given a similar explanation of the Umlatit, 
since an insight into the historical develop- 
ment of the Umlaut will assist the studelnt even 
in acquiring a correct pronunciation.-Several 
mistakes and misprints will certainly be cor- 
rected in a future edition. 

JULIUS GOEBEL. 

ON AN EXPRESSION OF MADAME 
DE STAEL. 

In the last issue of the NOTES Mr. Todd 
tries to give a correct translation of anl ex- 
pressioin from Mnie. de Stael's writings whicl 
is considered as obscure by Mr. W. H. Fraser, 
the clever editor of Souvestre's Un Pitilosophe 
sonts les Toils. The expression is "tin deuil 

eclatant de bonheur," which Mr. Fraser 
translates "a mourning dress, sparkling with 
happiness," and Mr. Todd " a drapery of woe 
beneath a glitter of happiness." I beg to 
suggest another translation, wlhich seems to me 
to be much more in keeping with the general 
tone of Corinne's utterances. 

Madame de Stael's was a dreaming and 
passionate soul; she tlhirsted for hlappiness and 
never had it in h-er grasp. Read Cori-iite, 
read Delfik/e; the main idea is that glory, 
renown, power, are all but poor substituites for 
tlhat ever fleeing shadow, happiness. The 
words " deuil 6clatant de bonheuir " are merely 
one of the expressions of that ever present 
thought; they mean that force alnd power, 
etc., are, not a deuil eclaiu1l de boilzeur, buit a 
deujii de bo/izeuir, though a dejit iclalail. I 
wouild therefore offer the following relndering 
for the puzzling words: " a nmourniftul thouglh 
glittering comnpenisationi for happiniess. " The 
expression may seem somewlhat paradoxical, 
but after all AMne cle Stac;l was a pupil of Jean 
Jacques. 

ADOLPHE COHN. 
Ifacrvand University. 

On second colnsiderationi, I veniture, witlh a 
becoming sense of htumlor anid lhtumlility, to 
suggest that we have all three, Scotchlmican, 
Frenichmani anid American, beeni grapplinig 
vainly with no less simple a problem than that 
of turninig back againi into Englislh a rather 
clever attempt of Mnie de Stael's to gallicize 
the familiar plhrase 'a o/illering' mockery of 
kaAfiness.' No wonder the publicists ancd the 
cliplomats distrust re-translations ! 

H. A. T. 

THE PRONUNCIA TIO N OF IYVINI/A L 
CL azd GL in English WFords. 

The extent to wlhiclh iniitial cl (ki) ancl gi are 
proinouniced as ii and di is little appreciated. 
I graduated at a Massaclhusetts college under 
a President who talked abouit "our dlobe," 
the " dlory of God," etc. I Inow sit uinder the 
preaching of a man, unlusually carefuil anid 
clistinct inI his articulation, who speaks in the 
samne way. He lhad inever knowin that he did 
this unitil I called h1is attenltion to it. In a 
small class of mine in Modern Englislh Poetry, 
tlhree otut of fouir of the members read oIne of 
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